In a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problem, quantitative and qualitative attributes can be assessed by numerical values and subjective judgements. Numerical value can be accurate or uncertain, while qualitative attribute could be evaluated by linguistic variables. The evidential reasoning (ER) approach provides a process for dealing with MADM problems of both a quantitative and qualitative nature under uncertainty. In the existing ER approach, however, only benefit and cost attributes are considered in the evidence combination process. In this paper, deviated and fixed attributes are introduced into MADM and the frames of discernment for representing these two kinds of attributes are proposed. The transformation rules from the assessment values of deviated and fixed attributes to belief degrees in the ER structure are then studied. In the existing MADM literature, interval value is assumed to be uniformly distributed and complete in the sense that any value in the interval is equally likely and that the probabilities of values in the interval being taken sum to one. In real life decision situations, however, interval value could be incomplete in that the sum of probabilities of values in the interval being taken can be less than one. In this paper, incomplete interval value is introduced to a decision making process, and the transformation rule of incomplete interval value to belief degrees in the frame of discernment is analyzed. The characteristics of the transformation rule are studied. Two case studies are provided to illustrate the implementation of the proposed new concept and technique and the potential in supporting MADM under uncertainty.
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problem can include both quantitative and qualitative attributes. The Evidential reasoning (ER) approach [1] - [6] is effective in dealing with such MADM problems under uncertainty. The unique characteristic of the ER approach is that it can represent incompleteness or ignorance in a MADM problem in a systematic and consistent way. The ER approach was firstly proposed by Yang et al. [1] , [2] in 1994 based on the general framework of Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory and decision theory for the aggregation of uncertain and incomplete subjective assessments. To facilitate data collection in real decision situations, Yang proposed the rules for the transformation of different sets of linguistic evaluation grades associated with different qualitative attributes and certain values associated with quantitative attributes to a set of common evaluation grades [3] . In paper [6] , an updated ER algorithm was proposed to deal with the irrationality of the original ER framework, referred to as the ER recursive algorithm where L-1 calculation steps are needed for the combination of L basic attributes. Based on the recursive algorithm, the analytical ER algorithm was then proposed [7] in which only one step of calculation is needed to generate the combined performance of assessment. The ER approach has now been developed to a window-based decision support software called intelligent decision system (IDS) [8] [9] [10] . It provides not only a flexible and easy-to-use interface for modeling and decision analysis, but also a structured knowledge base to help assessors to make judgments more objectively [11] .
In the ER approach, evaluation grade, belief degree, weight and utility could all been assigned to uncertain values in real decision making situations. Xu studied the ER approach for MADM under interval uncertainty [12] where the frame of discernment is extended to contain any subset of adjacent evaluation grades. Yang extended the ER approach to deal with both probabilistic and fuzzy uncertainties in which every two consecutive evaluation grades are supposed to be possibly overlapped to some degree [13] . Wang also extended the ER approach where the belief degree assigned to evaluation grade is supposed to be interval value instead of accurate value [14] , based on which Guo studied the ER approach under both interval belief degrees and interval weights [15] . Zhou further studied the ER approach under both fuzzy weights and utilities under group decision making situation [5] , [11] . In recent years, the ER approach has been developed in many applications, for instance, environmental impact assessment [7] , product project screening [16] , R&D projects assessment [4] , safety analysis [17] , consumer preferences extraction [18] - [20] , clinical risk assessment [21] , project risk analysis [22] , system reliability prediction [23] , new product design assessment [24] , failure mode and effects analysis [25] , highway express passenger transportation company evaluation [26] , the performance of VMI alliance [5] and so on.
In a MADM problem, benefit and cost attributes are always considered by decision making units. It is well-known that benefit attribute is that the higher value an attribute is assessed to, the better it is considered. On the contrary, cost attribute is just on the opposite compared with benefit attribute. These two kinds of attributes are very common in real world. In addition to the benefit and cost attributes, there are other four kinds of attributes in real life MADM problems [27] , which are deviated attribute, deviated interval attribute, fixed attribute and interval attribute. Fixed attribute means that there exists a desired value; if the distance between an assessment value and the desired value is small, it is assumed to be better, no matter whether the value is larger or less than the desired value. Deviated attribute is just opposite to fixed attribute in the sense that the larger the distance between the assessment value and the undesired value, the better the value is considered. However, in the previous studies, the ER approach has not yet been explored to take into account these attributes. The current research on these four kinds of attributes is focused on the standardization of the values of these attributes, and has not been devoted to coping with decision making problems under ignorance and fuzziness. In this paper, the frames of discernment of deviated and fixed attributes are proposed in the ER framework. Then the evidence representation and transformation rules from values of deviated and fixed attributes to belief degrees on evaluation grades of the general frame of discernment are studied. Accurate assessment value, uncertain values with probabilities summed to one and continuous assessment value are also taken into account.
There are different kinds of techniques to represent uncertainties in MADM problems, for example, interval value [14] , [28] - [30] , fuzzy number [5] , [11] , [31] , belief structure in the ER approach and so on. The ER approach can represent uncertain assessments with ignorance. Ignorance or incomplete assessment appears when the sum of belief degrees assigned to all evaluation grades on an attribute is less than one. The existing MADM approaches using interval value to represent uncertainties all assumes the assessment to be complete, which means that the probability of continuous values assessed in the interval are uniform distribution and the probabilities of all the continuous values in the interval sum to one. This is a special case in real decision making problems. For example, when we assess the operation of urban bus transit network, 'waiting time' for each passenger is different. We can use interval value to represent the assessment of 'waiting time'. If we want the interval value to cover all the observed values of the investigation samples, the difference between the maximum and minimum value of the interval value will be too large. So we could give interval value assessment with a given confidence, for example, 80%. It means that the interval value covers 80% of the observed data, and the residual 20% observed data are out of the interval. Then 20% is the ignorance of the interval value. Another case is that the reliability of the method or equipment we acquiring the assessment data may be not be 100%. If we get an interval value with 90% reliability, the ignorance is 10%. So incompleteness is necessary to be considered when an attribute is assessed by an interval value. This means that the sum of the probabilities assessed to all the continuous values in an interval could be less than one. In this paper, incomplete interval value is introduced to the MADM problem, the utility of interval value is then defined, and the transformation rules of interval assessment to belief degrees assigned to the evaluation grades are studied. Some of the theorems are also proved in the appendix.
The structure of this paper is summarized as follows. Section 2 is a brief introduction about the ER approach. The present transformation rules of accurate and uncertain values to belief degrees on evaluation grades for benefit and cost attributes in the ER framework are introduced in section 3. In section 4, the frame of discernment of deviated and fixed attributes are firstly constructed, and then the extended transformation rules for these two kinds of attributes considering the cases of accurate assessment value and uncertain discrete assessment values are given. In section 5, incomplete interval assessment is proposed, and the utility of interval value is then defined. The transformation rules of incomplete interval value to belief degrees on the frame of discernment are also analyzed. Section 6 presents two numerical examples to illustrate our proposed approach. This paper is concluded in section 7.
Evidential Reasoning Approach
There are many MADM approaches such as AHP (Saaty, 1980 (Saaty, , 1990 [32] , [33] , TOPSIS (Hwang and Yoon, 1981) [34] , ELECTRE (Roy, 1971 (Roy, , 1973 Roy et al, 1984) [35] [36] [37] and PROMETHEE (Brans et al, 1984 (Brans et al, , 1986 [38] , [39] . Different from other MADM methods, the ER approach is proposed specifically to deal with MADM problems under the situation with uncertainties, ignorance and incompleteness. It utilized the belief decision matrix (BDM) where each element is a vector represented by belief degrees, while in normal MADM methods, each assessment value in the decision matrix is a single value that could be accurate ones, interval numbers or other kinds of values. The ER approach is developed on the basis of the Dempster-Shafer's evidence combination rule [40] and multi-attribute assessment theory. In the ER approach, a set of linguistic evaluation grades for the assessment of an attribute on an alternative are defined as follows:
It is the hypothesis set that we can recognize which we call the frame of discernment. In general, n H is supposed to be worse than 1 corresponding to all evaluation grades in the general frame of discernment should be firstly confirmed, and then the assessment value of this attribute could be transformed to the belief degrees on the evaluation grades in eq.(1). For a cost attribute, a smaller value is appointed to a better evaluation grade, which means when the value decreases for a cost attribute, the utility of the value will increase. If an attribute is a profit or benefit one, a larger assessment value corresponds to a better evaluation grade. When a qualitative attribute is assessed, the frame of discernment for it should be firstly confirmed. For each particular basic qualitative attribute, the frame of discernment may be different or unique for the purpose of original data collection. So the frame of discernment related to each qualitative attribute should be interpreted and then transformed to the general framework of evaluation grades according to the rules defined by the decision maker [3] . Let l a ( 1,2, , lS  ) be the lth assessed alternative, S is the total number of alternatives.
) is the ith attribute whose weight is i  , L is the number of attributes contained in the assessment structure, and after normalization we will have
is supposed to be the belief degree that l a be assessed to i e on evaluation grade n H , and , ()
is the incompleteness of l a been assessed to i e and it is obvious that ,, , then the judgment provided is incomplete and ignorance exists in the assessment process.
Based on the above symbols and expressions, a matrix may be modeled to represent the belief degrees assigned to all alternatives on all attributes as follows [1] : 
In eq.(3), each column denotes the assessment to an alternative on all L attributes, whereas each row represents the judgment to all S alternatives on one attribute. In the ER approach, each attribute is assigned with belief degrees on several linguistic evaluation grades as denoted by (2) for the consideration to assess subjective uncertainties and ambiguities of both quantitative and qualitative attributes simultaneously. The ER approach provides both the recursive and analytical algorithm for the aggregation of assessment information. Each attribute is considered to be an evidence with its weight i  . In the analytical ER approach, the evidence combination process is conducted only once instead of 1 L  times in the recursive ER approach. Thus the complexity of the ER model is simplified and the efficiency of evidence combination is enhanced greatly. In paper [6] and [7] , ER algorithms are proposed in recursive and analytical forms respectively. The analytical evidential reasoning algorithm is as follows:
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where , () H i l ma denotes the remaining support uncommitted by the ith attribute, interpreted as the residual support of i e that could not be assigned by i e alone due to its weight [41] . It could be assigned to any individual evaluation grade in eq.(1).
, ()
H i l ma is the basic probability mass of ignorance assigned to l a on i e . Equation (5) (14) After the aggregation of L basic attributes, a distributed assessment for l a on the general level could then be presented by a 1 N  dimensional vector as follows:
( ( )) {( , ( )), 1,2, , ; ( , ( ))} l n n l H l S y a H a n N H a   (15) The combined belief degree presents a panoramic view about the total assessment to an alternative explicitly. It has been proved that if there exits only one incomplete assessment attribute, the total belief degree will be incomplete as well [6] . So the information contained in the original data could be preserved after the combination process of all attributes.
A utility function denoted by () n uH ( 1,2, , ) nN  can be defined for each evaluation grade n H ( 1,2, , ) nN  . The utility between each two adjacent evaluation grades could be supposed to be piecewise linear or nonlinear. For example, the utility function of a benefit attribute could be represented as figure 1 if the utility is assumed to be piecewise linear and the decision maker is risk aversion.
Figure 1 Utility Function of Benefit Attribute when the DM is Risk Aversion
Utility
After the definition of utilities on evaluation grades for the general frame of discernment, the maximum, minimum and average utilities could be calculated to transform eq.(15) to a single value for the purpose of comparing several alternatives clearly [3] , [6] . They are calculated as follows: (18) It is obvious that an alternative will be judged to a higher level if it gets a larger utility value. The difference between max () l ua and min () ignorance is contained. The type of utility function is influenced by risk preferences of decision maker. Three basic types of utility functions are risk taking, risk neutral and risk averse respectively. In paper [11] , the utility of evaluation grade is assumed to be fuzzy number instead of accurate value because the type of risk preference of different experts may be different in real group decision making problems.
Existing Evidence Transformation Rules for Attributes in ER
Just as depicted in eq.(1), in the ER based MADM approach, a general frame of discernment should firstly be given. The values of quantitative attributes should then be transformed to belief degrees on the general frame of discernment according to the rules constructed by the DM for the purpose of evidence combination. Meanwhile, the frame of discernment designed for each qualitative attribute may be different for the purpose of collecting assessment data more conveniently and objectively. So the transformation rules about subjective judgments of different qualitative attributes to belief degrees on the general frame of discernment should also be constructed. In [3] and [42] , method about values of benefit and cost attributes transformed to belief degrees on the general frame of discernment are proposed. Specifically, the transformation rules that values of quantitative and qualitative benefit attributes to the general frame of discernment are proposed in [3] , whereas the rule of interval value of benefit quantitative attribute to belief degrees is given in [42] . Here, the existing transformation rules will be briefly introduced firstly.
Suppose a quantitative attribute i e is assessed to a certain value j h which could be denoted as follows:
The values related to linguistic evaluation grades 
where Value 
So the distribution is as follows: In many cases, some quantitative attributes are not actually assessed to a unique value, instead, they are assessed on some different values, so i e is represented as follows [3] : ( ) {( , ), 1,2, , } 
Extended Transformation Rules for deviated and fixed Attributes
In this section, the frames of discernment of deviated and fixed attributes are to be constructed firstly, and the transformation rules from assessment value to belief degrees assigned to evaluation grades on the frame of discernment for these two kinds of attribute are analyzed. deviated attribute refers to that the farer the distance between an assessment value and the worst value, the better it is to be assumed, no matter it is larger or less than , Wi h [27] .
Here, the worst value is set by the DM according to real decision making problem. No matter an assessment is bigger or smaller than the worst value, it is certainly better than it. For example, if there is a bomb in public place, it is safe to be far from it. The farer the distance from the bomb, the safer it may be. The distance between the assessment value and the worst value of a deviated attribute measures the performance of an alternative on the attribute. If the value of a deviated attribute is larger than , Wi h , it is assumed to be better when it increases. On the contrary, if the value is less than , Wi h , it is assumed to be better when the value decreases. Deviated attribute could be seen as the extension of benefit attribute.
Definition 2
If an attribute is assumed to be best when assessed to a fixed value, and the nearer the value been assessed on the attribute from the fixed value, the better it is supposed to be no matter the value is larger or smaller than the fixed value. It is then defined as a fixed attribute [27] . The fixed value is considered as the best value of fixed attribute which is denoted by , Bi h .
For example, in the assessment of operation system of bus routes, 'passengers carried per kilometer by one bus' is a fixed attribute, which means that it is not fine either too small or too large. The profit will be influenced for bus company if passengers flow are too low in average, while if the value is too high, it is crowded for passengers and more buses should be added to the routes. In this section, the evidence representations and transformation rules of deviated and fixed attributes are analyzed, based on which the extended ER approach for MADM problem with benefit, cost, deviated and fixed attributes could be get. When the attribute is a quantitative one, the value assigned to it may be precise or uncertain. If the assessment is uncertain, the representation on i e may be several crisp values, an interval value, several interval values, fuzzy numbers and so on. In the following, we will discuss the transformation rules of different kinds of values for quantitative deviated and fixed attributes to belief degrees on the frame of discernment. Firstly, the frame of discernment of deviated and fixed attributes will be constructed.
Frame of discernment of deviated and fixed attributes
The frame of discernment of deviated attribute is constructed and denoted by eq.(27) as follows: 
The relationship between values of deviated attribute and the frame of discernment is shown in figure 3 .
Figure 3 Relationship Between Deviated Attribute Values and the Frame of Discernment
From figure 3, we can see that
It is a basic and important work for a DM to give the rules combining evaluation grades with particular values of each attribute. If the rules are not extracted scientifically or objectively, the assessment result will not be convincing or rational. h is equivalent to ' 1 Nn
, and the utility between every two adjacent evaluation grades may be linear or nonlinear. Here, we assume that the utility is piecewise linear. The assessment value j h is called the right value of
, and when 1,
Thus the frame of discernment of deviated attribute could be transformed to eq.(1) with equivalent rule of eq.(30). Then the assessment to a deviated attribute i e could be represented by the following expectation:
, , , ( ( )) {( , ( )); ( , ( ))} ( 1,2, ,2 (34) where N H is the best evaluation grade, 1 H and ' 1 H are both the worst evaluation grades which have the same utility. The corresponding relationship between the values of fixed attribute and the frame of discernment should be given by the DM which is shown in figure 4 .
Figure 4 Relationship Between Values of Fixed Attribute and the Frame of Discernment
The equivalent rule for fixed attribute is as follows:
Here, 
Figure 5 Utility Function of Fixed Attribute when DM is Risk Aversion
It is obvious that fixed attribute is the extension of cost attribute where only half of the evaluation grades
From the above illustration, we could see that fixed attribute is just the opposite of deviated attribute which is the extension of benefit attribute. From eq.(35), eq.(34) could then be denoted by eq.(1). Then a fixed attribute could be denoted by the expectation as eq.(32) or by eq.(2) where , , ,
() () ( ) ( ) 1, 2, , 1 N i l n i l n i l N n i l r a n N a r a r a n N
, ni r and 2, N n i r  are the belief degrees of evaluation grade ' n H (or , ni h ) and n H (or 2, N n i h  ) considering the hypothesis of eq.
(34). After setting the frame of discernment and equivalent rules between assessment values of deviated or fixed attribute and evaluation grades in the frame of discernment, we can calculate the belief degree assessed to i e on each evaluation grade. First, we will discuss the situation where the assessment to a quantitative attribute is an accurate value or several crisp values with certain probabilities. Since the values attribute may be assessed are not continuous in this case, they are described as discrete assessment values.
Discrete assessment values 4.2.1. Accurate assessment value (A)
In this subsection, deviated attribute will be discussed firstly, and it is supposed to be a quantitative attribute. When the assessment to i e is a crisp value represented by 
② In the second case, the assessment to i e is larger than the worst value of i e that is just located between , ni h and
which is depicted in the first figure of figure 7, or denoted as follows:
,, () 
where Utility 
It is depicted in the second figure of figure 7 . Then we will have the expectation represented by eq. (39) and (40) where , ni h is preferred to 1, ni h  . The belief degrees assessed to i e in this case could then be denoted by 
Uncertain assessment values (B)
Just as mentioned in [3] , the assessment of a quantitative attribute may not always be certain. When the assessment to i e is uncertain which may be several crisp values with given probabilities as eq.(26) presented, the transformation rules are discussed in the following.
1) Two assessed values in adjacent evaluation grade intervals (B-1)
When i e is assessed to two different values 1 h and 2 h with probability 1 p and 2 p in two adjacent evaluation grade intervals that is 1 12 (40) . Since for a given j, we could see that , (40), so we could also have that According the frame of discernment of deviated attribute and its equivalent rule in eq.(30), the uncertain assessment of i e can be denoted by the expectation as
,,
,, 
,
2) Several assessment values (B-2)
Here, the assessment to i e is highly uncertain that the possible values assessed to i e are more than two, that is 2 ( , ] n i n i hh  ) may includes two or more possible quantitative values assessed to i e . According to the rules for benefit attribute in [3] , the transformation rules for deviated and fixed attributes are shown as follows.
Step Considering the equivalent rule of deviated attribute, the assessment could be represented by eq.(2) and (33) from the results calculated from (54)-(57). If it is a fixed attribute, the assessment can be denoted by eq.(2) and (36) according to eq. (54)-(57). From the above description, it is clear that situation B-1 is a special case of situation B-2, and situation A is a special case of situation B. In paper [3] , it has been proved that for a given attribute assessed to several crisp values, the incompleteness of assessment is preserved after the transformation to belief degrees, so we get eq.(57). In other words, if 
Incomplete interval assessment
If the assessment to i e is uncertain, it could not only be assessed to several accurate values with certain probabilities, it could also be assessed by an interval value 12 [ , ] hh , which means that the assessment is no less than 1 h and no more than 2 h . In this case, the assessment is continuous compared with the discrete assessment discussed in section 4.2. The probabilities of assessment values in 12 [ , ] hh are usually supposed to be uniform distribution which means the probabilities of different values assessed to i e between interval 12 [ , ] hh are identical. So the interval assessment to an attribute is complete because the probability of value 12 [ , ] hh represented by () i ph is 21 1  hh although it is an uncertain assessment. In [42] , transformation rules from interval value of benefit or cost quantitative attribute to belief degrees under the ER framework are analyzed where the interval value is supposed to be complete and no ignorance exits. In [30] , interval data with no ignorance are equivalently transformed to interval belief degrees and are incorporated into the ER based nonlinear optimization models. But in real decision making circumstances, it is not always the case. The interval assessment to a quantitative attribute could be incomplete in some situations when there is lack of information or for some other reasons which is discussed in section 1. Actually, the probabilities that an attribute assessed to different values in an interval may not always be the same as well. So an attribute may be assessed by an interval value which means the assessment is uncertain, meanwhile, the assessment maybe incomplete that the total probability assigned to all the continuous values in the interval is less than one and ignorance certainly exists. In this case, () i ph is not just equal to 21 1 hh  , it could be less or more than 21 1 hh  for different values in 12 [ , ] hh .
Here, we suppose that the probabilities assigned to different values in 12 [ , ] hh to be the same, so we abbreviate () i ph by i p , and we will have
From eq.(58), it is obvious that the assessment to attribute i e is incomplete when 21 1 i p hh   because the completeness of an assessment is calculated as follows: 
So the incompleteness of the interval assessment could be get as follows:
From the illustration above, it seems that the MADM approach will be more general and applicable when the incompleteness is added to the interval assessment. The probability of interval value which could contain incompleteness in this situation is depicted in figure 10 as follows. We call this quasi-uniform distribution assessment. which means the assessment is complete. Several cases may occur as follows.
Interval value included in an evaluation grade interval (C-1)
When interval value 12 [ , ] hh is completely located between two adjacent evaluation grades denoted by ,
which is shown in figure 11 , we will have the distribution as follows: When i e is a benefit attribute, the distribution of eq.(62) can be transformed to eq. (23) , the total belief degrees will sum to one after the transformation, while 21 1 i p hh   which means the original interval value is not complete, then the assessment after transformation is also incomplete. In [42] , only the complete situation is considered which is a special case proposed here. When the original interval value is complete, the belief degree assigned to , ni h and 1, ni h  is as follows: Theorem 1 is valid for benefit, cost, deviated and fixed attributes. It indicates that the transformation rule of interval value from eq.(65) and (66) is rational and applicable.
Definition 3 (Expected utility of interval value
). An attribute is assessed by an interval value 12 [ , ] hh included between two The utility function of () uh is depending on the type of attribute. When the attribute is a benefit one, we could get () uh as follows considering the frame of discernment of eq.(1) and utility function shown in figure 1 :
When it is a deviated or fixed attribute, the curve of utility function is shown in figure 6 and figure 5, and () uh can be calculated by eq.(71)-(72) or eq.(73)-(74) as follows:
This definition is more general that it contains more situations in decision making problem, whereas the utility of crisp value [3] , [4] , [6] of quantitative attribute may be seen as a special case of definition 1. It is also valid for cost attribute and fixed attribute. From theorem 2 and the proof of it, we could see that the information contained in the distribution after transformation is not changed from the utility aspect.
Interval value spans two neighbored evaluation grade intervals (C-2)
Here, the interval uncertain value 12 [ , ] hh assessed to i e is not just included between two adjacent evaluation grades, it may span two consecutive evaluation grade intervals, which means the interval value contains one evaluation grade in general, that is 
The expectation of eq.(46) could also be transformed to eq.(2) with equivalent rule of eq.(33) for a deviated attribute, or with equivalent rule of eq.(36) for a fixed attribute.
Interval value spans several adjacent evaluation grade intervals (C-3)
In this case, the assessment value is more uncertain, which is not just included in two consecutive evaluation grade intervals, it at least includes one evaluation grade interval or more. In other words, the interval value contains two adjacent evaluation grades at least as figure 13 depicted. 
Figure 13 Interval Value Covers at Least two Adjacent Evaluation Grades
Similar with the situation in subsection 5.2, the assessment of eq.(79) could then be transformed to the form of eq.(2) with equivalent rule of eq.(33) for a deviated attribute, or with equivalent rule of eq.(36) for a fixed attribute. If it is a benefit or cost attribute, the expectation of eq.(79) could be transformed to eq. (2) figure 13 , and the utility is assumed to be piecewise linear between any two adjacent evaluation grades. Then the utility of the interval value is calculated as follows: 
h h p h u h dh p h u h dh p h u h dh p h u h dh
where () uh is calculated by eq.(71)-(72) or eq.(73)-(74) for a deviated or fixed attribute. If it is a benefit attribute, () uh is calculated by eq.(70). It is a more general definition than definition 1 because the degree of uncertainty of an assessment could be either small or large. An extreme case is that 1 1,i hh  It is clear that theorem 5 is also suitable for benefit attribute since it is just a special case of deviated attribute. And cost attribute, fixed attribute could also be proved similarly.
Measure of uncertainty for interval value
In order to quantify the degree of uncertainty of interval value presented in eq.(60), measure of uncertainty is proposed. When it is a benefit or cost attribute, it is defined by eq.(88) as follows:
When it is a fixed or deviated attribute, it is defined by eq.(89) as follows:
It is clear that when 1 h is equal to 2 h , the degree of uncertainty is zero. If 1 h and 2 h are equal to 1,i h and , Ni h for a benefit or cost attribute respectively, the degree of uncertainty is one.
Numerical Study
In this section, two examples are provided to illustrate the approach proposed in this paper. In the first example, fixed and deviated attributes are contained in the assessment process, while interval value with incompleteness is included in the second example.
Example 1
The first example is a selection process of buying a house. A person is going to buy a house in a city for his family in China. There are many factors to be considered, for example, price, position of the building, safety, area of housing, reputation of developer, storey of the house, school district, suitable of living, brand of elevator, distance to the gas station or high voltage transmission line. Since quality of house is high related with reputation of developer, so it is not listed again. 10 attributes are included in the attribute structure which is shown in table 1. Among these attributes, 'area of housing' and 'storey of the house' are two fixed attributes to the person. Since the house is bought for his family including his wife, child and him, he feels that 120 square meters is best because if the area is more than 144 square meters, the price will be higher and the tax will be double to 4% in China. On the other hand, if the area is too small, it is not suitable to live for a family including three people although it will be cheaper. 'Storey of the house' is another fixed attribute for him because he likes the 10 th floor best. If the floor is too high, he will feel afraid because he has acrophobia, while the sunshine will not be fine if the floor is too low. So the house will be less satisfied no matter the floor is more or less than the 10 th floor. 'Distance to the gas station or high voltage transmission line' is a deviated attribute because gas station is a potential danger and high voltage transmission line has the risk of radiation. It is safer to be far from them. The houses he is going to choose are from two 18-floor buildings in different positions of the same city. Four evaluation grades are included in the assessment, which are Best(H 4 ), Good(H 3 ), Average(H 2 ), Worst(H 1 ). The assessed values about the two houses are shown in table 1 as follows. It is clear that e 1 , e 4 , e 6 and e 10 are four quantitative attributes in the attribute structure. The assessment criteria which reflect the values of the four quantitative attributes corresponding to the four evaluation grades are shown in table 2. From table 2, the frames of discernment of the four quantitative attributes are constructed. For instance, the frame of discernment of 'area of housing' is shown by figure 14 as follows. Since e 4 is a fixed attribute, the utility between every two adjacent evaluation grades are linear increase when the value is between 90 and 120 square meters, while linear decrease when the value is more than 120 square meters. So we can transform any value to the belief degrees on its evaluation grades in figure 14 . The weights of attributes in this example are supposed to be equal. Then the aggregated belief degrees to the two houses could be get by the ER algorithm which are shown in table 4 as follows. 
Example 2
With the rapid development of modern technology, internet of things (IOT) has been implemented to the transportation system of large cities, therefore, intelligent public transportation (IPT) come into being. The basic idea of IOT is the pervasive presence around us of a variety of things or objects-such as Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags, sensors, actuators, mobile phones, etc.-which, through unique addressing schemes, are able to interact with each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common goals [43] . IPT is based on a lot of theories such as optimization of scheduling problem, prediction model, network distribution and so on. Many modern techniques such as communication, electronic technique, computer network, position technique, geographical information system (GIS) are aggregated into the IPT. Nowadays, intelligent public transportation under the environment of IOT is a critical component of urban bus transit network. It utilizes global position system (GPS) for the collection of data, and public transportation network arrangement, station issuing, departure interval calculation, ticket price determination are designed and optimized based on the platform of GIS. With the IPT under IOT, we could achieve the objective of automatic scheduling and control of buses, so the on-schedule rate of bus operation may rise, and passengers can acquire more information such as travel route, transfer station, ticket price and bus type from telephone, mobile, internet, changeable information plates and so on. Thus, the efficiency of resource usage and service level of urban public transportation could be raised, which may lead to the relief of urban transportation pressure.
In this subsection, the ER approach based on multiple kinds of attributes and incomplete interval value is applied to analyze the operational performance of urban bus transit network under the environment of IOT. From the assessment, the government could know the status of urban bus transit network and the extent of influence that IOT has on it. So the actions to improve the service level of public transportation and relief the urban traffic jam could be proposed. Four steps are processed as follows:
Step 1 Construction of the Attribute Framework for Assessment The traditional assessment of urban bus transit network could not reflect the influence that IOT has on it. So the characteristics of IOT should be included in our evaluation framework. Three factors are considered which are facility level, service level and benefit. The attribute framework is shown in table 5 as follows. 20 Area of public routes per resident Benefit e 21 Buses per 10,000 residents Benefit From table 5, it is obvious that 21 quantitative attributes are included in the assessment, among which there are 14 benefit attributes, 5 cost attributes and 2 fixed attributes. 'Employees per bus(e 17 )' refers to that the staffs which includes the office operator for every bus. It is a fixed attribute because if 'employees per bus' is too large, the efficiency of the bus company will be influenced. On the contrary, if it is too small, the bus driver and office operator will be very busy. So it is neither too small nor too large for the urban bus transit network. 'Passengers carried per bus compared with the bus capacity(e 18 )' is another fixed attribute. Bus capacity in China is calculated as 8 passengers contained 1 square meter in the bus. If the value is too large, for example, attains to the largest value 100%, there will be too crowd for passengers that it is very difficult for people to move in the bus, while if it is too small, it means that the passengers in average is less than the seats for every bus. So the operation of urban bus transit network may be well when the value of e 18 is moderate.
Step 2 Establishment of Assessment Criterion for each Attribute Five linguistic evaluation grades are considered for the assessment in this example which are: Worst, Poor, Average, Good, and Best. They form the general frame of discernment as H={H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 , H 5 }. After some investigations, the assessment criteria for all the attributes are obtained which are shown in table 6. From table 6, we could see the frame of discernment of the two fixed attributes. For instance, the corresponding rule for 'Passengers carried per bus compared with the bus capacity(e 18 )' is depicted in figure 15 as follows. It is assumed to be worst when the value of e 18 is 100% or less than 30%, when the value is 90% or 40%, it is considered to be poor, and it is supposed to be 22 best when the percentage is 65% which means the demand on all the routes are enough in average while the passengers are not too crowd. Figure 15 . The Frame of Discernment of e 18
Step 3 Transformation of Original Values to Belief Degrees According to the Assessment Criterion
The original assessment values are given in the third column of table 7 as follows. Table 7 , we can see some incomplete interval assessment. For example, 'traveling time(e 7 )' includes the time from the start point to the first bus station, time on the buses, transfer time, waiting time in the first and transfer bus station and time from the last bus station to the destination for passengers. Instead of using an accurate value to assess this attribute, it is more suitable to use an interval value to assess it because if we use the concept of 'average traveling time', the distribution of traveling time of different passengers in the investigation could not be reflected. When we enlarge the confidence of the interval value, the difference between the maximum and minimum value of the interval will increase because more observed values are included in. An extreme case is that all the possible values are included in the interval which means that the confidence is 1. But in this extreme case, the difference between the maximum and minimum value may be too large which means that the value is too uncertain although it is with no ignorance. So we should make some balance between uncertainty and completeness. With the decrease of the difference between the maximum and minimum value [h 1 , h 2 ] in eq.(60), the uncertainty of the interval value decreases while the completeness represents the confidence of interval value also decreases. 'Transfer distance(e 10 )' and 'waiting time(e 11 )' are also given incomplete interval value for the same reason. Here, the above three attributes are proposed to the confidence of 0.9 to acquire the interval value. ( [35, 55] , 0.9) means that from the investigation we done on the traveling time for passengers, 90% is between 35 minutes to 55 minutes, which means that there are still 10% of the observed values are out of the interval. If we want to make more accurate assessment for e 7 , the ignorance will increase which means the confidence will be less than 0.9 although the interval of [35, 55] h ], 0.9) respectively.
Due to the limitation of data acquisition, 'Percentage of transfer passenger(e 9 )' could not be accurately assessed. We could only take samples to estimate the value, so the accuracy is determined by the size of the samples we select. Here, the value (40,0.85) means that we are 85% confident that there are about 40% of people need transfer buses in their travel, and the unknown belief degree 15% is derived from the limitation that the samples we take. It is just the case illustrated in section 4.2.1.
According to the assessment criteria in table 6, we could transform the original values to belief degrees on the general frame of discernment. Take 'traveling time(e 7 )' for example, it is an incomplete interval value. According to eq.(60), it could be represented by eq.(90) as follows: Figure 16 . The Equivalent Rule for e 7 Figure 17 . After transformation of all 21 attributes, a distributed view of the belief degree assignments on the operation of urban bus transit network can be seen clearly which are shown in the last six column of table 7.
Step 4 Calculation Process of the Aggregated Belief Degrees
A window-based intelligent decision system (IDS) [8] for the ER algorithm is applied for the aggregation of the values of basic attributes after transformation. It provides a flexible and easy to use interface for the solving of MADM problems under uncertainty and ignorance. Here, the weights of each attribute are assumed to be the same. The results are shown in figure 19 as follows. S(Benefit)={(Best, 0.0483; Good, 0.1265; Average, 0.4612; Poor, 0.3347; Worst, 0.0292; ignorance, 0)} (98) From the combined results, we could see that the total ignorance of assessment is 0.0088 which is caused by the incompleteness of e 7 , e 9 , e 10 and e 11 . It is clear that e 7 , e 9 , e 10 and e 11 are the sub-attributes of 'service level', so the total assessment of 'service level' is incomplete with the ignorance of 0.0304. If we decrease the confidences of e 7 , e 10 or e 11 , the interval value will cover less observed data, and the differences between the maximum and minimum value will be less which means the value is more accuracy. Then the ignorance of the total assessment will increase.
Conclusions
In the previous research, it is assumed that the interval value is uniform distribution with no ignorance. In this paper, incomplete interval value assessment is proposed. It is a more general situation in decision making problems. The utility of interval value is defined, and we studied the transformation rule from interval value to belief degrees on the general evaluation grades. Several characteristics of the transformation rules are analyzed and proved. The ER approach is also extended for solving deviated and fixed attributes. The frames of discernment and equivalent rules of deviated and fixed attributes are presented. Then, we studied the transformation rules for deviated attribute from both accurate and uncertain values to belief degrees on evaluation grades in the frame of discernment. The extension of the ER approach in this paper is hoped for the applications of ER in real problems more effective and efficient. As we have mentioned above, it is possible that the probabilities of an attribute assessed on the values in an interval could be different, which means it is neither a uniform distribution nor quasi-uniform distribution proposed in this paper. Furthermore, the utility function or value function may be nonlinear for many attributes, so how to construct the utility or value function will also be studied in the future.
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A-3 Proof of theorem 3
The sum of belief degree in eq.(79) is calculated as follows: 
